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Box # 3 

1. SS Howlett states SS position based on the film (Z film???) that JFK was hit 

by the first and third shots fired by assassin. Connally struck by the 2™. 

1A FBI defends its three shots-three hits to AG Ramsey Clark 

N
 . FBI not interested in cooperating in a re-enactment of the shooting 

ia Hoover’s famous response in 1966 to Life Mag and Connally’s certitude that 

he was hit by a separate bullet. .. .Hoover insists on three shots, three hits. 

4. Connally had a fragment in his thigh not a bullet... . 

5. Halon exact spot of JFK at time of the first shot . . 

6. Hal Verb First Shot not the missed shot. . . 

7. Notes from Wecht’s “Tales From the Morgue” 

8. Hals’ notes from discussion with Dr. Perry. Pick up here with a frag in 

Connally’s thigh not a bullet as WC would have us believe. . 

_SEEEEE*E*E*tGQ pOOd advantage. 

9. 9, ****** EB] Reports on the shooting sequence—three shots, three hits. . 
Review might be USeTUI* * * * * FH KH HK KK KK KKK 

10.***** To review. These pages from Hal’s CA 75-226. .. .| have this in 

another file. . . . but review carefully pps 51-53 for outline of argument | will 

make in the chapter “JFK’s Collar”... .this is a good source. . .Also see 

handwritten page attached to stapled pages. 

——p Search Hal’s FOIA suit 78-1078 where chromium was detected on JFK’s 

shirt (collar)...... Nails the scalpel as the instrument used to cut the collar 

and the tie... .********xxeEEEEEEEEEEE® This was Clay’s tip... 

12. Hal’s interview of Carrico... .where he concedes that SOP was to use a 

scalpel to remove clothes in a hurry... .He did not see nurses do this but it 

was standard practice (Nurses will testify to this)... .He repeated what he 

did with Dulles and pointed to a point above the collar where the bullet 

hole existed. .... but noted JFK was PRONE at the time. Carrico was the 

only medical dr. to see JFK when he was brought into Trauma Rm. #1 and 

Questioned closely.
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13. News stories sent by Bernice Moore collected by Meagher re: JFK’s 

wounds. ****** Review. .. 

14. Cyril Wecht attacks the Rockefeller Commission (along with 

15. G. Aguilar/Tink Thompson “The Magic Bullet: More Magical Than We 

Knew’ This piece shreds the official story of chain of possession. It 

concludes thatCE#399 was simply added to the evidence package by the 

FBI. 

16. JFK assassination chapter from Wecht’s “Tales From the Morgue”
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1. As stated. Here is a clear copy re: The SS agreed w/ FBI. Most decisive doc. 

showing SS in agreement/ FBI on JFK’s wounds. . .in conflict w/ the WC 

conclusions. .. and 1A. . .nothing to be noted. . . 

2. As stated 

3. As stated... | have several copies of this document. . . thru out the 

N
o
u
s
 

8. 

g. 

collection of “JFK’sCllar.” 

4. As stated... 

& 6 as stated 

As stated 

Key *** From Wecht’s book Tales’ Of the Morgue. . .Go over this for 

details**** He raises key questions that were raised by Bernard’s now 

attached piece in St. Louis Post Dispatch 10/21/’77**** Marry these 2 up. . 

As stated. FBI determines the shooting sequence. . .May want to review. 

10., 11 as stated. . 

11. Asstated 

12. Ueful Carrico on emergency room practice. . . .using scalpel to cut a tie 

and open a shirt, etc. .. which describes the practice w/ JFK....


